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STATE OF UNARAS 
     A lot has happened over the last month and we 

have a lot more to look forward to. What was not 

covered in this issue was the multiple giveaways 

that have happened. I am proud to announce that 

for my birthday I decided to give gifts out to our 

members. There were three 10$ Star Citizen gift 

cards that were randomly given out to members 

who were present in our CIG member rooster and 

also present in discord. On top of that a Hornet F7C 

was given away as well because we raised enough 

donations to make it possible. Lastly a Genesis Star-

liner will also be given away to whom the council 

decides. Tune in next issue for the details, as while 

winners have been drawn, they have 5 days to  

                                           respond or a new winners 

                                           will be chosen. And the cycle  

                                           will start over with them 

                                           having five days to respond. 

                                           This has in the past meant 

                                           three attempts before  

                                           someone responded! 

     Another exciting venture I have decided in my 

bad judgement to take on is the creation of a Star 

Citizen Online RPG. I have begun drawing up ships, 

as many have seen my “8-bit Ships” tossed up in dis-

cord. Stats have been created fro about 8 ships so 

far. A large collection of power plants, coolers, 

shield generators, and weapons have been given 

stats. I have also started character creation options 

to help customize your own characters with skills  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

such as medical abilities, engineering bonuses,  

piloting skills, and combat expertise. I look forward 

to play testing some basics soon. 

     There has been a boost in activity lately in both 

discord and in Star Citizen. To those of you making 

this happen, I salute you. Star Marine had a great 

turn out. We have had several great impromptu  

adventures, including the “crew of the Great  

Interdiction of 2948” and the Javelin Expedition. 

Keep this up, because it is events like these that  

will take us beyong being just another org, past  

being a good org, and develop us  

into an amazing org!  Go save 

the ‘verse, UNARAS! 

 

High Lord 

Brewen Shaw 
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Following is a transcript of an interview, uncovered from a for-

gotten corner of the ARK library. This interview between the 

American National News Network and Dr. Scott Childress oc-

curred shortly after the first successful quantum drive test. 

National News Network: Hello Mr. Childress, I hope this restau-

rant is suitable, I tried to find one close to your laboratory. 

Dr. Scott Childress: Oh yes, this is fine, and it's Dr. Childress, 

since ‘43 at least. My apologies if that sounded aggressive, I’ve 

just grown tired of my skills being lost in my age. 

NNN: Sorry. Dr. Childress, would you care to speak more of how 

you became a doctor? 

SC: Of course, by the time I had graduated from my high school, 

I already knew my goals, so I followed the steps and went to the 

Berlin Institute of Technology, where I met some fantastic pro-

fessors who helped me lay a strong foundation in the sciences 

with my Bachelors degree in Physics. Two years later, in 2036 I 

received my Doctorate, but I wasn’t a Professor until contribu-

tion to my nation, the R-2 Quantum Laser. 

NNN: It’s my understanding that the R-2 is the ancestor of all 

modern lasers, so it must have been incredibly exciting to see 

it's success. 

SC: It certainly was intense, I’m not sure if I’d be able to attach a 

single emotion to it, since I had the joy of this incredible ma-

chine, but the horror of its potential for harm against humans 

almost overcame my joy. Following this came my awardment of 

the title ‘Professor’ which some of my colleagues from Germany 

still address me by. 

NNN: I see; You mentioned that you retained some colleagues 

from Germany, who are they, and what do they work on, then 

and now? 

SC: Well, if I didn't have more tests to oversee, I could list them 

all, as there are hundreds of Germany’s brightest minds all ea-

ger to help the humanity, and more importantly humanity, 

reach the stars. These men covered all parts of space flight, 

from the design of the fuel containment, to the quantum stag-

ing itself, one of whom is my older brother, Magnus. Without 

this brilliant team, I would still just be a boy in a lawn chair, 

pointing a laser pointer towards the heavens. 

NNN: It really goes to show that space flight is the ultimate test 

of human intelligence. Speaking of intelligence, let's discuss 

your incredible achievement, the Quantum Drive. 

SC: Gladly, do you have any questions in particular? I’m sure 

that the general ideas of RSI and the QD have been covered by 

every news outlet on the planet. 

NNN: Ok, I’m particularly curious about what future implications 

your invention with have on humanity. 

SC: Personally, I’m focused on the now, but in my daydreams I 

do imagine a world where anyone can own a spaceship, and 

perhaps it will be as mundane as driving a car. I dream of a 

world where space travel is so commonplace that people com-

plain about the design of spacecraft cockpits, as this incredible 

technology is harnessed almost imperceptibly. 

INTERVIEW WITH DR. CHILDRESS 



Only a few weeks until CitizenCon 2948, becomes a reality and I am looking 

forward to attending this event!  Unlike other Star Citizen affairs, I have 

attended, this one will include a concerted effort on my part to promote and 

recruit for increased membership into our Organization.  Besides interacting 

with other members of Star Citizens, I will be giving away a limited number of 

promotional items.   

These will include the IDAI patches that most of you are already familiar with, 

and a “pin on” button that will promote the fact that IDAI is a para-military 

outfit with a specific mission.  I recently obtained permission from CIG to 

manufacture the following button in limited quantities: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the game advancements that are here and to come soon, it is time for 

this Organization to really begin a concerted effort to begin Mission Opera-

tions and train in both field and space campaigns.  I invite you to join me in 

this effort!                                           

                                                                                        Commodore “Dad” Lando 

 

CHECK OUT THE NOVEMBER ISSUE FOR -AN EXPOSE  

ON MY TRIP TO CITCON 2948! 
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ORPEC gone rogue!? 
In recent events Outer Rim Protection and Explo-

ration Corporation or ORPEC, was removed from 

the UNARAS partners list. It was recently learned 

that ORPEC made alterations to their list of  

approved operations which include a number of 

questionable grey jobs. While this removal is not 

permanent it is in effect until a full and complete 

understanding can be made as to what ORPEC 

will or will not allow its members to do as far as 

illegal jobs are concerned. 

In an interview with ORPEC’s leader Phoenix it 

was explained that this decision was that of the 

council and was made to allow their members a 

larger freedom to explore the missions and  

mechanics of the game that they would not have 

been allowed under stricter rules aligning with 

the UEE. 

UNARAS of course holds no ill will toward ORPEC 

and their decision to move in this direction. Until 

further understanding can be made ORPEC and 

UNARAS will part ways, but UNARAS will contin-

ue to offer them aid if they should need medical 

attention, fuel, or repairs. Good luck ORPEC! 

 Mustang  Rewrecked 

By Blackbird 

Personally I thought the mustang beta had one of the most detailed, well thought out, intelligent, and com-

plete interiors in the entire ship lineup.  

They have trashed a work of art and given it a "drake" looking minimalist interior. To be blunt I feel they have 

taken one of the most charming and believable small solo ships and transformed what we could believe as a 

living space for an explorer or traveler and turned it into utter useless and unappealing trash.  

All of the explanations about space usage mean nothing, when the real problem is one of style and content. In 

the case of a beta the design language was transformed from one of the most realistic intelligent space usages 

(more like the complexity of a vehicle, boat, or aircraft interior) into a blank, lifeless, and generic space. They 

may as well just slap a drake sticker on it and be more honest about it.  

I realize this all sounds rather harsh, but I really see no acceptable excuse for this. One of the most iconic small 

ships in the game we have used to show off detail has been disfigured and turned into yet another generic 

eyesore.  

(Tell us your opinions on the newly reworked mustang. Is it better? Did CIG screw it up? What  

changes would you like to see done to the old or the new model?) 
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Intergalactic Defense Applications Initiative 

 

Anyone  can  pick  up  a  gun  

in  the  ‘verse.  A  citizen  is  one 

who  picks  it  up for  the  right  

reasons.  Join  IDAI  to become  

the  citizen,  the  ‘verse  needs. 

https://robertsspaceindustries.com/orgs/0912 

STAR MARINE 
By Brewen Shaw 

August 10th we had an amazing experience in Star Marine. 

Over a two hour period we ended up with over 12 citizens 

show up to be a part of the adventure. It started with a few 

tips and tactics being shared followed by sharing a large 

amount of bullets and carnage. 

Aron Alvion lead and orchestrated the event and we even had 

3 or 4 guests from other orgs drop in to have fun. We did a mix 

of full elimination that left everyone full of holes and blood 

splatter across the walls and floors. After that we tried two 

man teams. This was a great opportunity to test the team skills 

we learned as we worked with our team mate to dominate to 

battle field. Not to toot my own horn or anything, but I killed 

someone and only died once!  

Toot toot. 

I want to encourage you to check out the event calendar to see 

what the up coming events are and to be an active part of 

them. Its always more fun when you have more people to kill… 

I mean play along side. So get in there and prove you’re worth 

something. 

SCENARIO TRAINING 
By Brewen Shaw 

August 19th we had a unique opportunity to train along side 

our friends at  Alpha Team Space Command (ATSC) to attempt 

to find and rescue a stranded space man stuck out in the dark 

with depleting oxygen. We had to find him in the ring of Yela 

and get him back to Port Olisar with out being defeated by 

“pirates” which were played by ATSC. 

The scenario was played out twice. Despite several bugs such 

as ghost ships that would show up on radar despite not actual-

ly being there among more common bugs. One thing was 

quickly made evident; our Altruist Division and Security need 

to train further in all areas to become at least a small treat. 

In neither attempt were we able to even get the injured citizen 

aboard. Our defenses swept aside and out lead medical ship 

immobilized in just a few minutes. 

We cant save those in need if we cant even keep ourselves safe 

and out of trouble. I want to urge you to be a part of these 

exercises. Ironclaws and others are constantly coming up with 

new objectives and scenarios to help push us to realize strate-

gies and objectively look at ways to improve ourselves. These 

practices and training will promote better team work, proper 

action for situations, and hopefully after some practice we will 

finally have the skills to make UNARAS known as not the best 

combat org, but one that will fiercely defend those who are in 

need. 

Remember a hero doesn't have to be a soldier or have super 

powers. A hero just needs to be willing to go out of their way 

to help someone in need; lost, hurt, hungry, and burdened by 

the many toils of space. Be that person, become that hero, 

because the ‘verse needs more of that. 
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Mercury Rising by: Brewen Shaw 

Last month we had the opportunity to help hunt down some dangerous criminals, Mas Houlan and Alex Dougan. As 

they desperately tried to flee through out the ’verse in their ship, the Belligerent Duck. This gave us a preview of the 

up and coming Crusaders Industries: Mercury Star Runner. 

The Mercury Star Runner is a revolutionary ship combining a mix of professions including, cargo, data running, smug-

gling, and more. Armaments include 3 size three hard point equipped with 2 size 3 bulldogs and a gimbled badger. It is 

further equipped with two manned turrets each with two laser repeaters. It has a manned radar station for searching 

  and interrupting signals and boasts five medium  

  sized computers. The interior looks spacious with  

  sleeping area, living quarters, cockpit, separate  

  radar station, Server room, and over 96 SCU of  

  cargo. They recommends a crew of three so one in  

  each turret, one at the radar station and… wait,  

  who’s piloting? Might want at least 4 member  

  crew. 

  However, if you like the idea of feeling like Han  

  Solo (like 50% of those playing) this is so far your  

  best choice at getting that millennium Falcon feel 

  ing. Either way don’t pass up your opportunity to  

  stop by your local ship dealer and pick one up. 
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Iron Horse Industries Partners with UNARAS 

In August Iron Horse Industries joined the rest of our esteemed 

partners.  They specialize in resources and transportation. A 

growing and lively group currently made up of just over fifty 

members. They look to be a promising org and we look forward 

to the many ways we will come to work and support one anoth-

er through out the ‘verse. 

 

Check them out and learn more at: 

https://robertsspaceindustries.com/orgs/IHILTD 

Another  org  has  aligned  with  UNARAS  in  August.  The 

Dawning Midnight Consortium is an up and coming group 

that is looking to explore the frontiers of space.  While they 

are currently few in numbers, they are actively seeking to 

expand and grow. Wishing all who feel they have a calling to 

help make their name in the discoveries that await along the 

edges of known space. 

While this is one of the smallest groups we have partnered 

with, UNARAS leadership believes that DMC will grow to 

become a small but tight team that can be counted on if a 

need should ever arise. We look forward to the chance to 

deliver needed supplies as they reach out further into the 

void in search of discoveries that will help them have their 

names written into the history books. 

 

To learn more look them up at: 

https://robertsspaceindustries.com/orgs/DAWNING 

C 7 
Real-Estate 



Come join UNARAS in discord every other Friday for Star Marine. 

 Prove you can stand up to the pressure or fall to the hail of bullets 

Prove you have no fear or crumble under the heat of lasers 

https://discord.gg/FzxuQAv 


